ATMS 2.10.2 Release Notes

C2C TMDD Module:
• A new module added to the pallet of ATMS modules
• Leveraged the TMDD 3.03d and NTCIP 2306 standards
• Supports SOAP over HTTP
• Implemented multiple user needs:
  o 2.3.1 Need for Connection Management
    ▪ 2.3.1.1 Verify Connection Active
    ▪ 2.3.1.2 Need to Support Requests
    ▪ 2.3.1.3 Need to Support Subscriptions
  o 2.3.2 Need to Provide Information on Organizations, Centers and Contacts
  o 2.3.5 Need to provide Control of the Devices
    ▪ 2.3.5.10 Need to Share Traffic Signal Control and Status
      ▪ 2.3.5.10.1 Need to Share Signal System Inventory
      ▪ 2.3.5.10.3 Need to Share Intersection Status
      ▪ 2.3.5.10.4 Need to Share Intersection Status
      ▪ 2.3.5.10.7 Need to Cancel Traffic Signal Controller Control Requests
      ▪ 2.3.5.10.8 Need to Share Controller Timing Patterns
      ▪ 2.3.5.10.9 Need to Share Controller Schedule

Other features:
• Improved the loading time of the application
• Enhanced the Bing Map loading time
• Persistence of all list column widths per user
• Persisting the upload configuration selection (default set in user permissions and preferences)
• Added Edit button for Bing Map in a list of user permissions and preferences so for each user or a user group editing on the map can be allowed
• Fixed the issue with Permissions and Preferences not being assigned when a new user is created by Create User From option
• Scan element labels are centered and cannot be mirrored
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